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ABSTRACT 

Distribution Management System is being enriched by 
smart grid technologies and smart metering. Linky, the 
smart meter currently deployed in France by Enedis, 
provides new opportunities for network management. If it 
allows the DSO to develop a Low Voltage (LV) network 
monitoring system, it also contributes to improve its 
Middle Voltage (MV) networks operations. Several 
functions have been developed and are being 
industrialised by Enedis to take advantage of the 
technical possibilities offered by Linky and eventually 
reduce outage delays on MV networks.   
 
This paper details two examples of fault management 
functions and associated benefits based on the Linky 
system, i.e. the remote transmission of fault detectors and 
the analysis of voltage values to detect resistive faults.  

INTRODUCTION 

Linky is a major industrial program for Enedis that aims 
at rolling out 35 million smart meters between 2015 and 
2021. 40,000 meters and 800 data concentrators will be 
installed per day at the peak of the roll-out. 
 
Linky has been experimented from 2009 to 2011 on 
300,000 meters in two regions of France: in a rural area 
near the city of Tours and in an urban area in Lyon. 
Various pilot demonstrators, such as GreenLys, have 
tested functions and data based on the Linky system to 
improve network operations. The roll-out has been 
confirmed by the French government in July 2013. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Linky experimental areas 
 
Smart metering is at the junction between the customers 
and the distribution network. More than a meter, Linky is 
a system: it is a communicating platform which supplies 
information of the LV network. It communicates by 

 
Power Line Communication (PLC) from the meter to the 
data concentrator located in MV/LV secondary 
substations. The data are sent by GPRS to the central 
system. In addition to the 35 million meter, the program 
includes the roll-out of nearly 550,000 concentrators. 
 

 

Figure 2 Presentation of the Linky system 
 
Data collected and provided by Linky are the basis of 
new analysis and services which allow major changes in 
distribution network management.  

 
Figure 3 Opportunities offered by the Linky system 

 
The Linky system offers various benefits for network 
management [1]. A LV network monitoring system based 
on the Linky system is being developed. It includes the 
use of real-time alarm signals between the meters and the 
concentrator, such as the detection of overvoltage 
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situations for instance. The system does not only 
contribute to increase observability on the LV network, 
but also provides new opportunities for MV networks 
operations. MV fault management can be improved with 
two technical possibilities: 
- the use of Linky communication system to transmit 

fault signals collected by equipment installed on the 
network, such as fault detectors; 

- the use of Linky concentrator measurement 
capabilities and their interpretation to detect anomaly 
situations on the network (reverse voltage situations, 
MV fuse failure…).  

 
These two functions based on the Linky system and their 
associated benefits compared to existing MV network 
operations are described thereafter.  

THE TRANSMISSION OF MV FAULT 
SIGNALS 

Today, MV network operations rely on network 
equipment that enables supervision and control with 
remote signals and remote controls. Strategic points on 
the MV network are instrumented with fault detectors and 
remote controlled switches, whose information are 
telesignaled. In the event of an incident, these data can be 
used by the Control Room Operator to diagnose, locate, 
and isolate faulty sections of the network, in order to 
restore supply to the highest number of grid users within 
the shortest outage time. Such operations are usually 
performed by telecontrol automatisms. They can be 
complemented by manual control switch operations done 
by field operators with the help of fault indicators.  
 
Two types of fault management equipment are installed 
on French MV networks: 
- telesignaled equipment, which can be used for 

automatic control switch operations; 
- non telesignaled equipment, which allow field 

operators to locate the fault with an intervention on 
the field. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Generalizing telesignaled equipment would not be 
economically relevant. 
 
The Linky system provides the opportunity to improve 
these processes, and eventually reduce outage delays. On 
a technical perspective, the interconnection of existing 
fault detectors to the concentrator and the transmission of 
fault detectors positions through the Linky 
communication system will help the Control Room 
Operator better locate the incident. It will also allow him 
to better orientate network technicians on the field in 
order to restore supply in a more reactive way. On an 
economic perspective, several cost-benefits analyses have 
confirmed the potential of this solution.   
 
In the example represented on the figure below [figure 4], 
an incident is detected using fault detector #3, which is 
the first strategic point of intervention. Technicians are 
sent to act on the field and arrive where this detector is 
located. The Linky system and the transmission of non 
telesignaled fault detectors would allow the control room 
operator to send the field operators much closer to the 
actual faulty section, i.e. to fault detector #5. The solution 
based on Linky thus allows the DSO to shorten fault 
location delays, and as a result, to reduce restoration 
delays. 
 
After validating a pilot phase in May 2016, Enedis is now 
interconnecting the highest priority fault detectors to 
Linky concentrators which have been deployed and are 
being rolled-out. The aim is to interconnect all strategic 
intervention points on the MV network, i.e. 
approximately more than 50,000 fault detectors. 
 
In addition to that, real-time analysis of detected faults 
allows the system to identify fugitive and permanent 
faults. Fugitive fault signals will be collected and 
analysed in light to their topological positioning. This 
will allow the DSO to identify sections of the network 
affected by non-permanent faults, and eventually better 
target preventive maintenance operations on MV 
networks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 4 Benefits brought by MV fault signals transmission with Linky 
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THE DETECTION OF MV RESISTIVE 
FAULT 

Self-healing automatisms located at HV/MV primary 
substations detect, locate, isolate, and eliminate most 
faults, including single-phase faults or multi-phase faults. 
However, resistive faults cannot be detected by protection 
systems due to the low value of the fault current. Their 
detection requires another protection device. A phase loss 
without insulation fault, called “pont coupé” in French, is 
an example of resistive defaults [figure 5]. In this case the 
functioning of fault detectors is disturbed. The 
measurement of reverse voltage which appears when this 
kind of resistive fault occurs can help detect and locate 
the fault, and therefore mitigate these limitations.   
 

 
Figure 5 Phase loss without insulation fault 

 
The Linky concentrator can be used to calculate the 
reverse voltage value of the three-phase system, on the 
basis on single-voltages measurements (V1, V2, V3). 
This value is calculated with 10 minute average voltages, 
threshold which can be remotely configured. The 
concentrator will have to be connected in such a way that 
the three single-voltages system is “direct”, i.e. that the 
voltage negative sequence component is equal to zero 
(i.e. V2 phase-displaced by –2π/3 and V3 phase-
displaced by +2π/3 compared to V1). In this case, 
considering the complex number � = ����/� , the reverse 
voltage is equal to 
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The concentrator will calculate the magnitude �V����� of this 
complex number and will compare it to a threshold value 
configurable for each concentrator. 
 
The concentrator will generate an alarm signal when it 
detects X consecutive reverse voltage values superior to 
the defined threshold of reverse voltage presence. This 
signal is then transmitted to the Control Room Operator.  
 

The figure below [6] illustrates the variation of reverse 
voltage values calculated by the concentrator and the 
crossing of the threshold. 
 

 

Figure 6 Reverse voltage variation 
 

PERSPECTIVES 

An improved observability on LV and MV networks is a 
key challenge for DSOs in order to better characterize 
network anomalies and act faster on the network when an 
incident occurs. The Linky system offers technical 
solutions for Enedis to modernise its network 
management operations. More precisely, it allows the 
DSO to improve its MV fault management processes, by 
transmitting MV fault signals and detecting MV resistive 
faults both in a technical and economic efficient way.  
 
The two functions described above are being or will be 
industrialised by Enedis in 2017. The DSO will also 
continue experiments on the use of data generated by 
connected objects, which could be used to transmit fault 
signals where solutions based on the Linky system are 
not available.  
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